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1. Hand-quilted Silk Evening Bag 
inspired by my  studies on the theme ‘Earth 
from the Air’ and the research subject   
‘Paddy Fields’ 
 
Quilting on black dupion silk with black silk 
lining; variegated cotton thread: backstitch 
on front panel, Colonial Knots on back panel. 

Quilting Assessment:  Accessory 



Resolved Piece for design element ‘Line’:    Book 

This folding book  based 
originally on an origami 
design investigates the 
properties of ‘Line’ in the 
context of my chosen 
research field ‘Paddy Fields’.   
Can be used as a normal 
book or as a stand-alone 3D 
structure which can be 
examined from  all angles. 
 

I have since used this model 
for making 3D photo albums 
for the whole family! 

2. Inspiration for the silk bag came from my investigations on the design element ‘Line’ 



3.  Sample:  Hand Quilting 
 
‘Paddy Fields’ design as inspiration for hand quilting on silk 

I was fascinated by this subject and the multiple design 
possibilities it offered for both ‘Line’ and ‘Texture’ -  qualities I 
wanted to inform my silk handbag, too.  

Page from Design Book III exploring varieties of texturing stitches 



4. Bag with sample page from Design Book III on Texture and  Line:   
 
Exploration of  contour lines from cartography (left) and example from the work of artists such as Victor Pasmore, Paul Klee and the textile 
artists Marianne Straub and Muriel Beckett   



5. Design inspiration from ‘Paddy fields’ topic  -  Artwork 
Design  

Exploration 
of Line + 
Texture.  
The bottom 
centre 
design 
inspired the 
front panel 
of my bag 



 
 
 
 
Artwork  
 
Experiments with different types of Line to create the 
illusion of space and distance. 

6. Explorations   -  Design Element  ‘Line’   



7. Inspiration from textile artists 

Anne Woringer’s sinuous organic lines and superb stitching 

Kate  Dowty’s feel for texture and gift for the manipulation of cloth  

I more to come 

Brenda Gael Smith’s ‘Islands’ 



Photo of a farm in the midst of paddy fields, Vietnam. From Google Images 

Adaptation of  photo for possible hand-
quilting design  for my Handbag project 

1. Design derived from a photo 

8. Designing the handbag 

Quilting design idea 1 



The handbag, designed as a slim evening 
bag,  is of simple construction, with a 
narrow 2 cm gusset. 

8. Quilting design + Construction  of the handbag  

Simplifying the design 
on a full-scale model 

Full scale working model  

Final version of quilting 
pattern, with stitch sample  

Quilting design idea 2 

Real-size pattern 



9. Details of execution 

Backstitch in variegated  and black threads 

Multicoloured zip obtained from Switzerland 

Tassel 

Top of inside pocket and back of bag decorated 
with Colonial knots 



10. The finished evening bag 


